
As a coach, I accompany processes of personal development in the field of
self-management and professional (re-)orientation. As a trainer, I support
especially research institutions with soft-skills workshops on time- and
self-management as well as career orientation. My facilitation makes
professional exchange in a team, in working groups and at network
meetings a success.

My working languages are English and German.

Coaching
In one-on-one coaching sessions, we discover together how
you can make your work life fit your life as a whole. When you
feel this correspondence, you can be more effective.

+ Organizing my work:
Self-management and time-management coaching helps
you design a work life that suits your life as a whole.
You gradually change your behavior to use your time
sensibly for what matters to you most. I accompany,
advise and make sure we keep an eye on the big picture:
all aspects of your life.

+ Finding my career:
What matters to me? What am I good at? What impact do
I want to make with my work?
As a career counselor I am at your side when you wish to
go in a new professional direction. Or when you just want
to make sure you are on the right track.

Training
I offer workshops on topics in my two areas of expertise:
self-management and career counseling.

+ Work organization: Overcoming obstacles to the working
process: procrastination, perfectionism, distraction

+ Self-organization through time management, task
management and planning of work processes

+ Lateral leadership: Communication of your own needs in
a team, realistic expectations, designing work processes
in a team; managing the relationship with PhD supervi-
sors, working in a sandwich-position as a postdoc

+ Founding success teams / guidance for peer coaching
+ Determining values, motives and competences for career

choices (also with the Schein’s career anchors)
+ Workshops supporting mentoring programs

Work.
Suited for me.

Personalized coaching on
time- and self-management as well as career counseling.
Not just for academics.

0176 - 23 23 90 43

mail@christiane-kasack.de

www.christiane-kasack.de

coach ing + workshops

Facilitation
Facilitation turns talks into productive processes by structuring meetings and enhancing engagement. Facilitation provides
everyone the opportunity to contribute their own perspective. Most of the time facilitated meetings are also more fun for all
participants. I facilitate events with up to 25 people so I can attune to the entire group.
+ Working group meetings repeatedly unite a group to bring about a joint product.
+ Networking events gather those connected by a joint thematic interest or work field.

+ Team retreats offer an opportunity away from everyday work to reflect joint work and to plan new procedures and projects.
I am happy to consult and develop a plan with you for an event you would rather like to facilitate yourself.



Further Training
+ Systemic Business Coaching (2014-2015); isi Berlin;

certified “Systemic Coach” by Systemische Gesellschaft
+ Career coaching (2018); artop Berlin

Academic and Professional Background
+ freelance work as coach and trainer (since 2016)
+ Associate for talent management (2016-2019) at the

Head Office of the Helmholtz Association, Berlin,
work focus: career orientation measures for postdocs

+ Associate for PhD Affairs (2014-2016) at the Hertie
School of Governance, Berlin

+ Dr. rer. pol. (2011) Free University Berlin, with distinction,
Berlin Graduate School for Transnational Studies;
subsequent work as a postdoctoral researcher

+ M.A. in Political Science, Philosophy and Public Law
(1999-2005); Greifswald, Tampere/Finland, Hamburg

Experience
+ As part of my work at the Helmholtz Association I con-

ceptualized and facilitated working group and networking
meetings with employees of all levels from all research
centers of the Association.

+ I conceptualized the new mentoring program of the
Helmholtz Association that focuses on career orientation
and planning and implemented its start.

+ I was responsible for setting up Helmholtz Career Devel-
opment Centers for postdocs and for building a network
between them.

Workshop References
+ Time- and self-management for the PhD
+ Time- and self-management for master students with a

focus on procrastination and perfectionism
+ Non-academic career paths after a PhD
+ Clients: Hertie School of Governance, Evangelisches

Studienwerk, Berlin Graduate School for Transnational
Studies

“The coaching surveyed all areas of my life in order to
provide targeted suggestions how to

make better progress with my dissertation.”
PhD Candidate (32), Science Coaching

“Dr. Christiane Kasack accompanied
my work with old beliefs professionally, clear, solution-

oriented and with great sympathy. I could feel her
appreciation for the process at all times.”

Mental Health Counselor (50), Career Coaching

“I had one year left of my PhD, anxious and
preparing for failure. Christiane’s help was a much needed

anchor – learning from her holistic approach and
hands-on strategies saw me finish ... with new confidence.”

PhD Candidate (41), Science Coaching

“Two years have passed since the workshop,
and my success team still meets regularly. The open

exchange with my group is a great source of motivation.”
PhD Candidate (32), Workshop “Making it Happen”

Would you like to empower your new PhD
candidates to have a successful start? In my
workshop “Making it Happen”, candidates
learn central principles of time- and project-
management, plan their PhD phase individu-
ally and build a sustainable peer network.
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